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Abstract

The goal of this work was to find quantifiable metrics of the chaoticity of the
classical kicked rotor (CKR) and the quantum kicked rotor (QKR). An analogy
can be drawn between this and the work done on studying the phase transition
from laminar to turbulent flow in fluid dynamics. In the case of fluid dynamics it
is Reynolds number which is the important metric for quantifying the transition
from ordered to chaotic behaviour. In the classical case we show that the fractal
dimension of the phase space is a good metric, and for the quantum case we see
that a combination of the energy and the localisation length can be used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main results of this thesis are also present in a research paper [1], published
with my supervisor Dr. Jesús Pérez Ŕıos this year.

1.1 Historical Perspective of Chaos Theory

Poincare was the first to discover a mathematical description of a chaotic system
while he was working on the three body problem [2] at the end of the 19th
century [3]. This discovery was overshadowed by his work on special relativity
a few years later, and it was not until over half a century later did chaos theory
begin to receive the interest it deserves. It may seem surprising that it took
so long for chaos and fractals to be recognised as something fundamental to
nature, and not just as imperfections in experimental measurements. However,
when one considers the practically indispensable nature of computers in the
numerical solving of non-linear equations, it begins to be clear why the study
of chaos only began to gain traction in the 1960s when computers began to
become available for individual use and experimentation. As Hilborn supposes,
“It is safe to say, however, that if Poincaré had a Macintosh or IBM personal
computer, then the field of nonlinear dynamics would be much further along
in its development than it is today.” [4]. It was in 1961 that Edward Lorenz
discovered the extreme sensitivity to initial conditions while modelling weather
systems on a computer [3]. He published a hugely influential paper on the topic
in 1963 [5]. In the preceding time very real progress has been made, but it is safe
to say that there are many unanswered questions in chaos theory. As Gutzwiller
points out, the fact that we are still calling this phenomena “chaos” “accurately
suggests that we have failed to come to grips with the problem” [6].

The discovery of chaos is often not given the weight it deserves in the history
of physics. Some physicists go as far as to say that 20th century physics will
be remembered for three things: relativity, quantum mechanics, and chaos [7].
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Joseph Ford1 explained how he saw these three fields contradicted our prior
understanding of physics in every fundamental way: “Relativity eliminated the
Newtonian illusion of absolute space and time; quantum theory eliminated the
Newtonian dream of a controllable measurement process; and chaos eliminates
the Laplacian fantasy of deterministic predictability” [7].

Of these three fields chaos is the one which we can experience first-hand in our
everyday lives. Black holes, superfast spaceships, and tunnelling microscopes
are needed to see the effects of relativity and quantum mechanics, but chaos
can be seen with the naked eye by looking at clouds, water flowing in a stream,
and even in the period of our heartbeats [9].

1.1.1 What is Chaos?

Chaotic systems are exponentially sensitive to initial conditions, and never settle
down into a state with a recognisable fixed pattern [10]. Chaotic systems should
not be confused with random systems (such as Brownian motion) as chaotic
systems are fully deterministic and repeatable. For a system to be chaotic it
must be nonlinear, or linear in infinite dimensions [11].

Conversely, ordered behaviour is usually characterised as smooth and predictable.
However, even ordered behaviour can be sensitive to initial conditions, but only
in a linear way, and not exponentially so. Many dynamical systems start out
exhibiting ordered behaviour for some value of the parameters, and become
chaotic as those parameters are changed. This thesis is primarily concerned
with the transition between these regimes.

1.2 Fractals

The ability of our lungs to take oxygen from the air and transfer it to our blood-
stream, and to transfer carbon dioxide in the opposite direction is proportional
to their surface area. The same is true for trees, but for the opposite purpose,
as they are extracting carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen. There are obvious
evolutionary advantages to keeping the lungs relatively compact, and so mam-
mals have had to adapt to maximising the lung’s surface area, while keeping
the volume low. Evolution has done a remarkable job of this and has man-
aged to fit roughly 130 m2 of surface area into about 6 litres of volume [12] (an
achievement Berlin landlords can only dream of). The way that our lungs have
managed this counter-intuitive feat is by exploiting the extraordinary properties
of fractals2. Casts of lungs look remarkably similar to the self replicating branch-
ing of branches in trees, showing the convergent evolution to fractal structures
when maximising a dimensional quantity and minimising a higher dimensional
one.

1The same Joseph Ford who coauthored the first paper on the quantum kicked rotor in
1979 along with G. Casati, B. V. Chirikov, and F. M. Izraelev [8].

2There is even research using the fractal dimension of lungs to estimate mortality risk [13]
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Figure 1.1: A cast of human airways, where the fractal structure can be seen.
Taken from [12].

Our world is much more like a fractal than it is like an idealised smooth surface,
and so perhaps the traditional physicist’s reductionist approach will be shown
to be misguided, and that in some cases a cloud is better approximated by a
Menger sponge than it is a sphere.

Fractals and chaos are related at a fundamental level. One of the necessary
conditions a system must have to be chaotic is exponential sensitivity to initial
conditions [10]. Because of this property, when looking into the phase space
of a chaotic system, we can expect trajectories to pass extremely close to one
another in some areas of the phase space and to be very spread out in other
areas. This diverging behaviour is present at arbitrarily small scales, as even tiny
differences in initial conditions will eventually diverge in chaotic systems. As
the defining property of fractals is the fine structure that persists at arbitrarily
small scales [14], we can thus expect the phase space of a chaotic system to be
a fractal.

This thesis goes into some detail on how we can use this connection between frac-
tals and chaotic behaviour to quantify the chaoticity of chaotic systems.

1.3 The Kicked Rotor

The kicked rotor can be thought of as a pendulum where gravity is normally
switched off and is periodically briefly switched on for an infinitesimal duration
or “kick”. That is the entire system. It is remarkable how rich and complex
the kicked rotor’s behaviour is considering its extraordinary simplicity, as is the
case with many chaotic systems.

The kicked rotor has only two degrees of freedom, its position, and its momen-
tum. As it is a pendulum, the position is measured by the angle (and so is
modulo 2π), and the momentum is measured by using dimensionless angular
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momentum. For reasons that will be explained in section 3.0.1, the dimension-
less angular momentum is also 2π invariant, and so the entire phase space can
be mapped onto a 2π × 2π square. One example of the phase space is shown
in Fig. 1.2. The trajectories that are smooth curves are considered stable and
ordered, while the trajectories which are noisy and disordered (such as those in
the corners of Fig. 1.2) are chaotic.

Figure 1.2: An example of a phase space portrait of the classical kicked rotor
for K = 0.7. There are trajectories from 100 initial conditions superimposed to
make this phase space. Most of the trajectories are examples of ordered motion,
but in the corners of the image we can see the mixing, unintelligible mayhem
that is chaotic behaviour.

We can quantise the system to get the quantum kicked rotor. From this we can
study the differences between the classical kicked rotor and the quantum kicked
rotor, giving us an insight into some fundamental questions on the nature of
quantum chaos.

We were inspired by [15] to try and use the fractal dimension as the metric to
characterise the chaoticity of the kicked rotor.

1.4 Quantum Chaos

Quantum chaos is a fascinating field. In some ways it is paradoxical. The defin-
ing feature of classical chaos is the exponential sensitivity to initial conditions,
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and this is somewhat meaningless in quantum physics. What does it mean to
slightly adjust the initial conditions of a quantum state when there is so much
uncertainty intrinsic to it in the first place? This is an example of a technique
which we use to study classical chaos that cannot be directly applied to quan-
tum chaos. Another is the idea of phase space. Much of the analysis of classical
chaos is done by studying the properties of the phase space, but in quantum
mechanics there is no phase space as we cannot describe the system with a pre-
cise position and momentum, instead we have probability distributions. This
is not to say that there is no quantum analogue to classical chaos, but that we
must think of it in different terms.

A quantum mechanical system has discrete energy levels, and the set of allowed
energy levels is called the spectrum of the system. When the quantum system
is in a steady state with a particular energy it is described by an eigenfunction.
This is why a quantum system is fully described by its spectrum and its set of
eigenfunctions. Therefore, quantum chaos can be studied by examining proper-
ties of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a quantum system. In particular,
the meaningful property to look at is the nearest neighbour space distribution
(NNSD) function, which effectively describes the distribution of energy differ-
ences between consecutives eigenenergies.

When looking into the NNSD it is possible to observe only three possible out-
comes.

1. A Possonian distribution that is associated with an ordered system.

2. A Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) distribution which is better ex-
plained by the Wigner surmise

3. Something in between these two.

These distributions are also fundamental to a seemingly unrelated field of math-
ematics, random matrix theory.

1.4.1 Random Matrix Theory

Random matrix theory (RMT) is the intersection between probability theory
and linear algebra. Although RMT can be traced back as far as Wishart’s 1928
paper [16], it was not until Wigner3 applied the theory to nuclear physics in
1950 [17] did the field begin to become mainstream [18].

After Wigner’s application of RMT to complex nuclei, RMT was then applied
to study energy level spectra, decay widths and fluctuations of scattering cross-
sections [18]. The mathematics of this was extended by physicists including
Dyson [19–22], and Mehta [23]. In 1984, Bohigas, Giannoni and Schmidt (BGS)
conjectured that RMT is fundamental to quantum chaos, more precisely that the
spectra of quantisations of classically chaotic systems are described by the GOE

3Nobel Prize winner, past member of the Fritz-Haber institute, and Paul Dirac’s brother
in law
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distribution. Conversely, the spectra of the quantised version of an integrable
(non-chaotic) classical system is described by a Poisson distribution [24].

A fundamental distribution of RMT is called the Wigner surmise. Although
an approximation, the Wigner surmise accurately describes the distribution of
spacings between adjacent eigenvalues in an N ×N real symmetric matrix with
random elements sampled from a Gaussian distribution [25]. A derivation of
this distribution can be found in appendix B.2.

There have even been studies which look at how RMT models also apply to
the spacing between parked cars [26], as well as the spacings between starlings
perched on power lines, indicating a “universal inborn distance controlling mech-
anism shared by man and [non-human] animals.” [27]. The data from this study
fitted with the theoretical distribution (which is similar looking, but different
to the Wigner’s surmise) is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: A graph taken from [27], showing the probability distribution of
distances between parked cars (denoted by crosses) and the distances between
perched starlings on power lines (squares).

As the kicked rotor is a 1 dimensional system, the BGS conjecture is not valid
and so RMT analysis is not applicable to the kicked rotor. However, any dis-
cussion of quantum chaos would be incomplete without it, which is why it was
briefly mentioned here.

1.4.2 The quantum kicked rotor

As the kicked rotor has a classical and a quantum form, we can compare its
behaviour in these two realms to see what happens when a classically chaotic
system is quantised. The quantum kicked rotor (QKR) behaves very differently
to how one would expect it to after studying the classical kicked rotor. For
example, unlike the CKR, the QKR is not very sensitive to noise (see section
4.5).
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The QKR also has some phenomena which are totally absent in the CKR, such as
the existence of quantum resonances [8,28–31], which is where the wavefunction
totally delocalises when the parameter τ becomes a rational number multiple of
π.

Studying the QKR can be frustrating after coming from the classical kicked
rotor, as it is much more opaque in many ways. Due to its quantum nature we
lose all idea of a trajectory in phase space, and are instead left with probability
distributions in momentum space. This means that our previous technique of
examining the phase space and calculating its fractal dimension is no longer
applicable. However, there are also advantages to the QKR, including the fact
that the quantum kicked rotor can be experimentally realised, allowing us to
see how our numerical simulations compare to the real world. As the kicked
rotor is an abstract theoretical picture, it is the experiment which has to fit the
model, and not vice versa as is usually the case. This involves using electro-
magnetic pulses to approximate delta functions. These experiments seem to be
separated in two classes: (i) atoms or molecules in microwave fields [32,33], and
(ii) ultracold atoms in pulsed optical lattices [34–42].

When the quantum kicked rotor is in a chaotic regime it would be a sensible guess
to assume that the momentum distribution would become totally delocalized,
much the same way that happens when the classical kicked rotor behaves chaot-
ically. However what really happens is that the quantum kicked rotor maintains
loacalization in momenta space, just not to quite the same extent as in the or-
dered case. Even when a system deep inside the chaotic region is examined,
the level of localisation is surprisingly similar to a system in the ordered case.
This phenomenon is often described in the literature as “quantum suppression
of classical chaos”, and is given the name dynamical localisation [29,43–45] (this
has been found to be similar to Anderson localisation [46, 47]). It is counter-
intuitive to think that the quantum case, in some respects, is more ordered than
the classical case.

This thesis also includes an analytical expression relating the quantum kicked
rotor’s energy to its localization length. As this expression is based on an ap-
proximation it should not be taken too literally, however it agrees with the
results of simulations to a surprising extent, and is in agreement with relation-
ships others have arrived at, including [48].



Chapter 2

Fractals

As we have explained in section 1.2 that we expect the phase space of every
chaotic system to be a fractal, we can now argue why the the fractal dimension
is a good metric of the chaoticity of a chaotic system. The fractal dimension
is a measure of the detail present in a curve at increasingly small scales. The
more chaotic a system, the more the trajectories in phase space will diverge
from one another at smaller distances, and so the level of detail at more minor
scales will be higher, and thus the fractal dimension of the phase space will be
greater.

This is why we think the fractal dimension of a system’s phase space can be used
as a way of measuring the chaoticity of that system. Following this argument,
we expect the fractal dimension of the system’s phase space to be monotonically
related to the chaoticity of that system.

James Theiler makes a similar claim “Chaotic dynamical systems exhibit tra-
jectories in their phase space that converge to a strange attractor. The fractal
dimension of this attractor counts the effective number of degrees of freedom in
the dynamical system and thus quantifies its complexity.” [49]

2.0.1 Self similar fractals

The best known fractals are self-similar. Self-similarity is the property whereby
a part of a fractal is a smaller version of the original. This can be demonstrated
with the Sierpinski triangle, an example of a self-similar fractal.

12
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Figure 2.1: The Sierpinksi triangle, made up of one million points 1

In Fig. 2.1 we can see that the triangle is made up of three smaller replicas of
itself, which are made up of three smaller replicas of themselves and so on ad
infinitum.

Before we calculate the fractal dimension of the Sierpinski triangle, let us first
think of a shape which is not a fractal, a square. Exactly 4 copies of a square
will fit within a copy of itself that has been scaled up by a factor of 2. A cube
scaled up by a factor of 2 can fit 8 original cubes inside of it. In general, when
a d-dimensional shape is scaled up by a factor of s it can hold sd copies of its
original self. We can now generalise this statement to include fractals such as
the Sierpinski triangle.

1This was created using a “chaos game” or “iterated function system”
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Figure 2.2: The red Sierpinski triangle is the blue triangle scaled up by a factor
of 2. We can see that the blue Sierpinski triangle has exactly 1

3 of the area of
the red triangle. We use this fact to calculate its fractal dimension below.

When we scale the Sierpinski triangle up by a factor of 2 and compare that to
the original, as in Fig. 2.2, we can see that the scaled up Sierpinski triangle can
now hold 3 copies of its original self. From this we can find the dimension of
the Sierpinski triangle

2d = 3 ⇒ d = log2(3) ≈ 1.585.

This method allows us to easily calculate the dimension of self-similar fractals,
but we cannot directly apply this process to fractals which are not self-similar.
To calculate the fractal dimension of a general non self-similar fractal we use an
algorithmic approach.

There are many different fractal dimension methods to choose from. Here, we
chose the box-counting dimension (also known as the Minkowski-Bouligand di-
mension [50]) to characterise the fractal dimension. The box-counting dimension
was chosen for its simplicity in implementation. As with all fractal dimensions,
the box-counting dimension is a measure of how the detail of a set of points
varies as a function of its scale. The greater the fractal dimension, the faster
the detail increases with increasing scale.
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2.0.2 Calculating the Fractal Dimension

To illustrate how the box-counting method works, we shall demonstrate the
calculation of the fractal dimension of a disc.

To calculate the box-counting dimension of a set of points, start by overlaying
a grid of boxes on the set, count the number of boxes that contain at least one
point of that set, and call that number N0. We then scale the set of points up by
a factor of s (or equivalently scale the side-length of the grid of boxes by a factor
of 1

s ) and count the new number of boxes containing a point of the set and call
that N1. We continue this process for increasingly larger scaling factors for as
long as computational limits allow (in theory this process should be continued
indefinitely, as the theoretical value of the fractal dimension is what this tends
to as the scaling factor becomes infinite). This process is shown in Fig. 2.3 for
4 iterations of a disc, where s = 2 in each iteration.

As we know that a disc is 2-dimensional, we expect the number of boxes touched
to increase by a factor of s2 in each iteration, i.e. Ni+1 ≈ s2Ni. The reason
that in Fig. 2.3 the number of boxes touched does not exactly increase with a
factor of 4 every iteration is that the grid is not fine enough, and as the scaling
size becomes larger (equivalent to the grid-size becoming smaller) the increase
will approach exactly 4. In general N will scale with s in the following way:
Ni+1 ≈ sdNi, where d is the fractal dimension.

Therefore when we plot the number of boxes touched as a function of the scaling
factor we can thus expect a power law: N(s) = Csd. Given enough data points
we could fit a function of this type to the data and find the best fit for d.
However, we can make this an easier problem by using logarithms: log(N(f)) =
log
(
cfd
)

= d log(f) + log(c). Thus, by plotting the data points in a log-log
plot we can simply fit a straight line to the points, the slope of which will be
the fractal dimension d. This is shown in Fig. 2.4 for our example with the
disc.
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(a) Original disc (b) Original disc scaled by a factor
of 2

(c) Original disc scaled by a factor
of 4

(d) Original disc scaled by a factor
of 8

Figure 2.3: This shows a disc being scaled up overlayed with a grid. The number
of grid boxes which include points contained in the disc is shown in the title of
each subfigure. The fractal dimension of the disc is calculated using the scaling
factor and the box number, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: A log-log plot of the number of boxes as a function of the scaling
factor. By measuring the slope of this line we can determine the power-law
relationship between the area and scaling factor, and thus, the fractal dimension.
In this case the fitting determined the slope to be 1.95. If the procedure were
extended to higher scaling factors then the slope would approach 2.

Instead of scaling the set of points by f , we can equivalently scale the side length
of the squares of the grid by 1

f . The side length of the squares of the grid is
denoted by ε.

To summarise, to find the fractal dimension, one creates increasingly fine square
grids, counts the number of squares which have at least one point within them,
and plots the results on a log-log graph, the x axis being the inverse of the
side-length of the squares in the grid, and the y axis are the numbers of filled
squares. The slope of this graph is the fractal dimension.

For a set of points to be a fractal, the slope of the log-log plot must stay relatively
constant. If the slope changes it means that the fractal dimension changes at
different length scales. This set of points would not be considered a fractal, but
would be called a multifractal [10].

As the number of points we are dealing with is finite, N will eventually reach
some constant as we make ε approach 0. Therefore, the log-log plot will have
a slope of 0 at sufficiently small ε. So, in practise, for a set of finite many
points we should bring ε as close to 0 as possible, but not so close that the slope
levels off as the grid becomes so fine that the finite nature of the set becomes
apparent.

For a system in more than two dimensions the square grid can be generalised
to an n dimensional cube grid and the fractal dimension of the phase space can
be calculated in an analogous way.



Chapter 3

Classical kicked rotor

The kicked rotor can be thought of as an electric dipole in 2 dimensions subjected
to periodic “kicks” by an electric field. A “kick” is a pulse of infinitesimal
duration, which can be expressed mathematically by a Dirac delta function.
The Hamiltonian for such a system [51] is given below as,

H(L, θ; t) =
L2

2I
+ µE0 cos θ

∞∑
n=0

δ

(
t

T
− n

)
. (3.1)

In Eq. (3.1), L is the angular momentum, I the moment of inertia, µ the dipole
moment of the rotor, E0 is the electric field strength, θ is the angle between
the external electric field and the axis of the rotor, and T the period of the
kicks. The infinite sum of Dirac delta functions is called a Dirac comb and
it represents the periodic kicks repeating indefinitely. After the application
of Hamilton’s equations and simplification of the results we are left with the
dimensionless standard map:

ln+1 = ln +K sin θn (3.2)

θn+1 = θn + ln+1,

where the dimensionless angular velocity and angle immediately before the n-th
kick are denoted by ln and θn, respectively, and the dimensionless parameter
K ≡ µE0T

2/I.

We can see that K (putting aside the initial conditions, θ0 and l0) is the only
free parameter of the system, allowing us to forget about the dipole moment,
electric field strength, moment of inertia, and the period.

18
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3.0.1 Phase Space

By iterating the standard map we can find the discrete trajectory of the kicked
rotor for as many kicks as we please once we choose the value of K and the
initial conditions of the momentum and position. We can plot the trajectory in
phase space to see how the position and momentum change over time. A few
hand picked examples of trajectories are shown in Fig. 3.1, each with a different
initial condition, and each one generated with K = 1.

Lines in a phase space of a continuous deterministic system cannot cross, as
if two lines did cross they would share a point in phase space and this cannot
happen as a point in phase space specifies the evolution of the system through
time, i.e. if two lines diverged from a point this would represent two different
“futures” from one past (the shared point) [51]. This argument can be extended
to say that if a trajectory forms a continuous loop in phase space, then the region
inside the loop will be cut off from the region outside it, as no other trajectory
will be able to enter this region without crossing the loop.

However, as the kicked rotor is a discrete system, things are more interesting. It
is still true that periodic smooth trajectories cannot cross, but this is no guar-
antee that this will close one region of phase space off from another, as other
trajectories which do not form a continuous line (all trajectories of chaotic sys-
tems) could “jump” over this line, entering the “closed” region from a different
region. Evidence of this occurring is discussed later in this section.

Fig. 3.1a is an example of a stable trajectory which is oscillating periodically
around θ = π. We can see that it is not making full rotations as not all values of
θ are visited. In Fig. 3.1b we see a trajectory which is making larger oscillations
around θ = π. The trajectory in Fig. 3.1c shows two distinct loops. These loops
arose from the same initial condition. At first glance this seems like a mistake,
as the loop in the centre of Fig. 3.1c seems to be orbiting around θ ≈ π, which
is an unstable point (this is equivalent to a normal pendulum oscillating while
standing upright!). This phase space diagram raises some more questions. How
did two distinct loops arise from one initial condition? Should there not be a
path connecting these loops? Clearly something interesting is going on here.
Is it obvious to the reader if one of these loops was drawn before the second
one was drawn (i.e. the system completed one loop, and then “jumped” to the
other loop), or if the system was alternating between the two loops throughout
the evolution of the system? It is, in fact, the latter. This makes a lot of sense
when considered, as the momentum is close to π, and so at every kick the rotor
rotates roughly π radians around the circle. As the initial condition was roughly
(0, π), the system will alternate between ≈ (0, π), and ≈ (π, π), slowly drawing
the two loops.

In Fig. 3.1d we see the same idea, but the trajectories here form larger loops,
which encompass those in Fig. 3.1c. As was discussed in the previous paragraph,
these pairs of ordered loops are drawn by alternating between them, and so even
though the system of Fig. 3.1c is contained within the system of Fig. 3.1d, this
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.1: A few trajectories, all for K = 1. The initial conditions are shown
with a red point.
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does not stop the system of Fig. 3.1c “jumping” over the trajectories of Fig.
3.1d.

Figs. 3.1e and 3.1f show chaotic trajectories. Here the system is no longer
taking an ordered predictable path in phase space. The system is confined to a
relatively small region of the whole phase space. This is because it cannot enter
the region which is closed by trajectories such as those shown in Fig. 3.1b. All
of these trajectories, along with 94 others, can be seen superimposed in Fig.
3.2.

Figure 3.2: This image is made from 100 simulations superimposed onto one
phase space. Each simulation is shown in a different colour and each was started
with a different initial condition. All simulations are for K = 1.

It is clear that θn is modulo 2π as the system is modelled traversing a circular
path, however it is less obvious that ln is also modulo 2π, as can be verified
by adding 2π to l in the standard mapping shown in Eq. (3.2); in the second
equation an extra 2π can be absorbed by one of the θs, and in the first equation
an extra multiple of 2π added to both ln and ln+1 will cancel out, leaving the
equation invariant. The intuitive reason for this invariance is that if the angular
momentum were 2π + 0.1, and as we can only see where the rotor is at the
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kick, we would just see the rotor land 0.1 further away than it was, as the 2π
part of the momentum accomplishes a full rotation and leaves the rotor back
where it started. This 2π momentum invariance would not be the case if it
were a continuous system, as then would be a distinction between full rotations
and standing still. Due to both dimensions of the phase space being modulo-2π
invariant, the phase space is mapped on to a torus. Fig. 3.2 shown as a torus
can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: One angle of the phasespace for K = 1 mapped on to a torus. The
black line is θ = π, and the red line is p = π.

3.1 The Fractal Dimension of the Phase Space

We generated simulations of the kicked rotor for 56 different values of K between
0.001 and 5. Each of those K values had 100 evenly spaced initial conditions, and
the simulations starting at each initial condition ran for 10,000 steps, meaning
that every phase space diagram has one million points. Examples of these phase
space portraits can be seen in Figs. 3.2, 1.2, and 3.4.
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(a) K = 0.1 (b) K = 0.5

(c) K = 1.2 (d) K = 1.9

(e) K = 2.5 (f) K = 5

Figure 3.4: Phase space plots for different values of K for the kicked rotor.
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Figure 3.5: Determining the fractal dimension for the phase-space plot of the
classical kicked rotor for K = 1. The slope of the fitted line gives us the fractal
dimension.

By feeding a phase space diagram into the box-counting dimension algorithm
(as described in section 2.0.2), its fractal dimension can be calculated. A graph
of the line fitting to find the fractal dimension of the phase space diagram for
K = 1 can be seen in Fig. 3.5. After doing this for many values of K we can
see how the fractal dimension behaves as a function of K. The result of this
analysis is shown in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The fractal dimension of the phase space of the kicked rotor as
a function of K. The midpoint of the fitted tanh curve is shown with a blue
vertical line, and the error bar is shown by the blue filled region. TheKcritical [52]
is shown by the vertical purple line.

The fractal dimension is, of course, bounded between 1 and 2, as when K = 0,
the phase space will consist of perfectly horizontal lines, the dimension of which
will be 1, and the dimension can never exceed 2 as the phase space is embedded
in a plane.

Examining Fig. 3.6 we see that the fractal dimension increases sharply for 0 <
K . 0.2, before plateauing at D ≈ 1.5, until increasing again for 0.5 . K . 1.4
where the fractal dimension increases to roughly 1.9, before plateauing again
and asymptoting to D = 2 (D = 1.98 for K = 5).

In the literature, the part of the kicked rotor that gets the most interest is the
region around the transition from near global order to near global chaos, and
that is said to happen at K ≈ 1 [48] or some works use the KAM theory1 to
obtain the more precise Kcritical ≈ 0.971635 [52]. We can see that the tipping
point K ≈ 1 corresponds to the sharp increase in fractal dimension in Fig. 3.6.
We chose to fit a hyperbolic tangent function heuristically (shown in Eq. (3.3))
to this portion of the data (for 0.2 ≤ K ≤ 1.8), and it fits the data well.

1The KAM theory singles out a special value of K which is the greatest value of K for
which there can still exist an unbroken periodic curve which spans all θ.
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D(K) = α tanh (βK + γ) + δ, (3.3)

The results of the fitting are shown by the red curve in Fig. 3.6, and we found
the fitted parameters of Eq. (3.3) to be α = 0.194 ± 0.003, β = 4.298 ±
0.263, γ = −3.820 ± 0.239 and δ = 1.725 ± 0.003, where the errors are one
standard deviation. The midpoint of the tanh fitting can be calculated by
making the second derivative of the function equal to 0, and we find that Kmid =
− γβ = 0.889 ± 0.078. The one standard deviation range of Kmid is given by

[0.811, 0.967]. The upper limit of this is just slightly smaller than the value
given by the KAM theory of 0.971635 [52].

The midpoint of the tanh function (the point with the greatest slope) is de-
noted in Fig. 3.6 by the vertical blue line, and its error is shown by the filled
blue region. The vertical purple line shows the Kcritical predicted by the KAM
theory.

3.2 Comparisons with other systems

The idea of utilising the fractal dimension to characterise the chaoticity of a
chaotic system has been explored before. In particular we have found two very
relevant studies, one analyses the fractal dimension of the phase space of the
kicked rotor as a function of the number of kicks for a constant K [53], and the
other analyses the fractal dimension of the phase space of a similar system as
they vary that system’s one free parameter [54].

The paper which studies the fractal dimension of the kicked rotor as a function
of the number of kicks (see Fig. 3.7) has some differences in approach to our
method. The author uses a different kind of fractal dimension called the cor-
relation dimension [55]. Another difference is that only one initial condition is
used to calculate the fractal dimension, instead of superimposing many differ-
ent initial conditions as we did. This is an important distinction, as the choice
of the number and location of the initial condition(s) can radically affect the
fractal dimension of the resulting phase space. Even for very high K, there are
initial conditions which give rise to a smooth and ordered trajectory in the phase
space, resulting in a relatively low fractal dimension which does not reflect the
high chaoticity of the system. We chose to use a grid of initial conditions to try
and get a representative sample of trajectories in different areas of the phase
space.
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Figure 3.7: This is an image taken from [53]. On the left we have a trajectory
of the kicked rotor starting from a single initial condition, where we can see it
first travels on a periodic orbit before it escapes and behaves chaotically. On the
right we see the fractal dimension as a function of the number of kicks, which
shows that the dimension was initially low and constant (during the stable orbit)
and then suddenly increases (when the system begins to behave chaotically).

The second study which is similar to our work calculates the fractal dimension of
the phase space of a different system to the kicked rotor. This system is closely
related to the kicked rotor in the sense that it has a discrete two dimensional
phase space mapping, and one free parameter (denoted by µ). We will refer to
this mapping as the Benettin mapping, after the main author of the paper where
the general family of mapping was originally published [56]. The mapping is
given below

xn+1 = xn + yn (mod 1)

yn+1 = yn − µ sin (2π(xn + yn)) (mod 1).

The only difference between this mapping and that of the kicked rotor is that
the Benettin mapping contains the sum of the position and momentum as the
argument of the sine function. The free parameter µ is analogous to K. It is not
obvious if any physical meaning could be applied to the Benettin mapping in a
similar way that the kicked rotor can be thought of as a dipole with a pulsed
electric field.

This paper calculates the fractal dimension of the phase space portrait of the
trajectory resulting from a single initial condition for different values of µ. Just
as we calculated the fractal dimension as a function of K. The results of their
analysis is given in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: This is an image taken from [54]. It is a graph of the fractal
dimension of the phase space of the Benettin mapping as a function of the free
parameter µ. The data was generated with a single initial condition.

The resemblance of Fig. 3.8 to the central part of the graph of the fractal
dimension as a function of K (Fig. 3.6) is striking. Both of these curves are
S shaped, similar to a tanh function. After coming across this it is natural to
wonder if that maybe the tanh curve could be a general feature in the fractal
dimension of dynamical systems, however, after some more analysis we do not
think that is the case. We attempted to recreate the curve in Fig. 3.8 with a
10×10 grid of initial conditions, and the result was quite different and is shown
in Fig. 3.9.

The difference between Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 is due to the different choice of
initial conditions and the number of trajectories to include. Although the tanh
curve is mostly lost in Fig. 3.9, there are still many similarities between it and
Fig. 3.6. In both graphs the fractal dimension is very close to 1 when the
free parameter is close to 0, and then the fractal dimension rises rapidly before
plateauing when it is at about 1.5 (roughly the middle of its possible range),
and then it rises more slowly close to 2 where it gradually asymptotes to 2 for
large values of the free parameter.
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Figure 3.9: A graph of the fractal dimension of the Benettin map as a function
of µ. It was generated using 100 initial conditions in a 10×10 grid. This graph is
the same as Fig. 3.8, but generated with a grid of initial conditions instead of 1,
and this graph includes µ = [10−5, 0.4], while Fig. 3.8 includes µ = [0.01, 0.12].
The error bars in this graph show one standard deviation.

Of course, there are limitations on what shape the graph can take, as it must be
bounded between 1 and 2 and be monotonically increasing (we argue why we
think this is the case in section 2), and plateau when the free parameter takes
on high values. However the fact that both graphs plateau for a period in the
middle is interesting.

3.3 One last system

After seeing that the relationship between the fractal dimension and the free
parameter of the kicked rotor (see Fig. 3.6) and the Benettin map (Fig. 3.9)
both share a plateau roughly halfway between the two extremes of 1d and 2d,
one begins to wonder whether this might be a general feature. To test this we
decided to perform the same analysis on a different system, and we thought
it would be interesting to study a variation of the kicked rotor. For the force
function we picked a poor man’s sine curve, an approximation made of two lines,
shown in Fig. 3.10. This function determines the amplitude of the kick strength,
depending on the rotor’s angle at the time of the kick, just like the sine function
for the kicked rotor. The potential of this function can be calculated through
integration, and is shown compared to the cosine function in Fig. 3.11. This is
the function that would appear in the Hamiltonian of this approximated kicked
rotor system.
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Figure 3.10: This graph shows how the force of the two systems varies with
angle. The function shown in red (sin curve) is for the kicked rotor, and the
blue function is for the approximation system.

Figure 3.11: The potential functions for the two systems. The potential function
of the kicked rotor is shown in red (cos curve), and the blue curve is the potential
function for the approximation system, a piecewise function made of parabolas.

A positive feature of this function is that its maximum value is the same as the
kicked rotor’s and so comparisons can be more easily made. Another reason
to study this system is that it is a simplified version of the already extremely
simple kicked rotor, and so perhaps we can learn something about the kicked
rotor from it. Some of the resulting phase space diagrams are shown in Fig.
3.12. They are similar to those of the kicked rotor, but they seem more jagged,
probably due to the differential discontinuity of the force function.
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(a) K = 0.2 (b) K = 0.4

(c) K = 0.8 (d) K = 1

(e) K = 1.4 (f) K = 3.1

Figure 3.12: Phase space portraits for different values of K for the “approximate
mapping” system. These diagrams were generated in the same way as the phase
space portraits for the kicked rotor, i.e. with 100 initial conditions in a 10× 10
grid, and each initial condition runs for 10,000 kicks.
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Figure 3.13: The fractal dimension vs K for the approximate function mapping.
The error bars show one standard deviation.

Fig. 3.13 shows that the fractal dimension of the approximation function does
not plateau and rises directly from D = 1 to D ≈ 1.9, where it fluctuates and
actually makes a substantial dip down to D ≈ 1.8 at K = 2.1. The fractal
dimension decreases for 1.8 < K < 2.1, and then increases after 2.1.

What does this say for my claim that the fractal dimension and chaoticity are
monotonically related? Let’s examine the phase space portraits of the system
around this seemingly special value of K = 2.1. The phase space portraits for
K = [1.9, 2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3] are shown in Fig. 3.14. By eye, it seems as though there
are more trajectories with ordered motion in Fig. 3.14c (with the special value
of K = 2.1) than in Fig. 3.14a or 3.14b, despite the fact that Fig. 3.14c has
a higher K value. More analysis is required to say if this is just a coincidence
(that the chosen initial conditions are “lucky” for this phase space for some
reason, and the real chaoticity does actually increase), or if the chaoticity really
does decrease briefly.

3.4 Adding Noise to the Kicked Rotor

A question about the classical kicked rotor which seems not to have been an-
swered (or asked for that matter) in the literature, is what happens to the
system when the kick strength K is not constant?

We worked on this problem by randomly sampling the kick strength K from
different Gaussian distributions. As the kicked rotor is a chaotic system we
would expect tiny imprecisions to have large effects, but how tiny can these
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(a) K = 1.9 (b) K = 2

(c) K = 2.1 (d) K = 2.2

(e) K = 2.3

Figure 3.14: 5 phase space portraits for values around and including the special
value of K = 2.1 which has the strangely low fractal dimension (Fig. 3.14c).
It seems as though the diagram for K = 2.1 contains more stable trajectories
than the diagrams with K = 1.9 or K = 2.0, which is counter-intuitive.
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effects be while still measurably different?

To generate the data we chose nine different values of relative standard devi-
ations to generate the distributions from which the K values will be picked,
ranging from 0 (constant K) to 5%. The mean values of K were chosen so
we would have some systems in the stable regime, some in the transition to
the chaotic regime, and some contained in the chaotic regime. The four chosen
value of K were Kmean: [0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5]. For each value of Kmean and standard
deviation, 100 simulations with different initial conditions were run, each with
5000 kicks. And all of this was repeated nine times so that we could be confident
what we were seeing was consistent despite the randomness introduced by the
noise. In total this means that we generated 9× 4× 9× 100× 5000 = 1.62× 108

data points.

These sets of 100 simulations were superimposed to form phase space diagrams,
and the fractal dimension of these diagrams were calculated, so we can see how
the noise level affects the fractal dimension, and thus the chaoticity for different
values of Kmean.

In Fig. 3.15 the phase space diagrams for different values of standard deviation
(noise level) are shown for K = 1. The differences between the phase spaces for
no noise and for large levels of noise (such as on the order of 1% as can be seen
in the third row of the graphs) are plain to see, with the phase spaces for large
levels of noise becoming fuzzier and less pronounced, especially at the corners of
the images. This is, of course, most obvious for the largest level of noise, where
the phase space takes on a near-impressionistic style.

Even for tiny levels of noise there are visible differences for some values of K.
This can be seen in Fig. 3.15, where even a standard deviation of 0.001% causes
visible differences (this is most obvious in the chaotic regions).

The fractal dimension of each of these phase space diagrams was calculated to
measure how the chaoticity depends on the level of noise in the system. The
results were extremely similar across the repetitions, due to the averaging effects
caused by having a large number of initial conditions and a large number of kicks
for each initial condition. The fractal dimension results were then averaged
across the nine repetitions, and the standard deviation of this averaging was
also calculated and is used as the errorbars in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17.
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Figure 3.15: Each of these phase spaces are generated with 100 initial conditions
(with a unique colour in the figure), each of 5000 kicks, where each kick is
randomly sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 1, and a relative
standard deviation given in the title of each subfigure.
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Figure 3.16: The fractal dimension as a function of relative standard deviation.
The data was generated 9 times and averaged to ensure that the data was
consistent. The error bars show 3 standard deviations, calculated from averaging
the data.

Figure 3.17: The fractal dimension as a function of the log of the relative stan-
dard deviation. The error bars show 3 standard deviations, calculated from
averaging the data.

This analysis shows the that the kicked rotor is very sensitive to tiny imprecisions
to the value of K, and that it seems that the closer to the transition the mean
value of K is, the more sensitive to the noise it is.



Chapter 4

The Quantum Kicked
Rotor

4.1 The Mapping of the Quantum Kicked Ro-
tor

Using canonical quantization we can easily find the Hamiltonian of the quantum
kicked rotor (QKR) from the Hamiltonian of the classical system, shown in Eq.
(3.1), and we find [51]

Ĥ =
L̂2

2I
+ µε0 cos θ

∞∑
n=0

δ

(
t

T
− n

)
. (4.1)

The Hamiltonian has no potential term during the time in between kicks, and
during the instantaneous kick we can briefly neglect the kinetic term. By sepa-
rating the free motion from the kick, we can examine the evolution of the system
using the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the two different kinds of
motion.

The state of the system immediately before the nth kick is denoted by |ψn〉,
and the state of the system immediately after the nth kick is denoted by |ψ′n〉.
Firstly, the free motion in the period nT < t < (n + 1)T can be described by
the Schrödinger equation below (the potential term is 0 between kicks)

d

dt
|ψ(t)〉 =

−iL̂2

2~I
|ψ(t)〉 .

We can now integrate this over the period between kicks

37
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∫ T

0

1

|ψ(t)〉
d |ψ(t)〉

dt
dt =

∫ T

0

−iL̂2

2~I
dt

ln

(
|ψn+1〉
|ψ′n〉

)
=
−iL̂2T

2~I
,

by exponentiating this result we can see how the system evolves over the time
in between kicks

|ψn+1〉 = exp

{
−iL̂2T

2~I

}
|ψ′n〉 .

To see how the system evolves at a kick, we can examine the system at nT −ε ≤
t ≤ nT+ε, where ε is a very small time. We make the approximation of ignoring
the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian for this infinitesimal time range.

We start with the Schrödinger equation and by ignoring the kinetic term we
get

i~
d

dt
|ψ(t)〉 = µε0 cos θ

∞∑
n=0

δ

(
t

T
− n

)
|ψ(t)〉 .

Next we integrate over both sides of the equation for the infinitesimal duration
of the kick, ε << 1, to obtain∫ nT+ε

nT−ε

1

|ψ(t)〉
d |ψ(t)〉

dt
dt =

−iµε0 cos θ

~

∫ nT+ε

nT−ε

∞∑
n=0

δ

(
t

T
− n

)
dt.

ln

(
|ψ′n〉
|ψn〉

)
=
−iµε0T cos θ

~

By exponentiating this we can see how the system evolves due to the kick,

|ψ′n〉 = exp

{
−iµε0T cos θ

~

}
|ψn〉 .

Once we define the dimensionless angular momentum l̂, as L̂ = ~l̂, we can write
the evolution operator of the system over an entire period as

Û = exp

{
−il̂2~T

2I

}
exp

{
−iµε0T cos θ

~

}
.

,
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We represent the state of the system as a vector in momentum space. |ψ(t)〉 is
the state of the system at time t. To find the state of the system one period
later we can use

|ψ(t+ T )〉 = Û(k, τ) |ψ(t)〉 .

By defining two independent dimensionless control parameters as τ = ~T/I,
and k = µε0T/~, we can express the evolution operator as

Û = exp
{
−i τ

2
l̂2
}

exp{−ik cos(θ)}

Unlike in the classical version, there is no way of simplifying the problem such
that it has only one free parameter [51], so we are stuck with both k and τ .
By comparing the classical analogue of the quantum mapping to the classical
standard map (this is done in appendix B.1), we can see that the parameter of
the classical kicked rotor K is related to the product of the two free parameters
of the QKR, i.e. K = kτ [51]. The fact that k, τ , and K are related in this
way is why one can describe the system by specifying a choice of just two of
the parameters (and of course the initial conditions), e.g. by defining the k
and τ , or equivalently K and k. The transition from the quantum mechanical
system to the classical system is described by k →∞, τ → 0, while keeping K
constant [48].

We are working in momentum space, and so the state can be represented as
an infinite sum over the momentum basis |ψ〉 =

∑∞
j=−∞ cj |lj〉 where |lj〉 is a

basis vector in momentum space, and cj its complex coefficient. For all of the
wavefunctions we will be discussing here, their initial conditions were entirely
localised in momentum space at 0 momentum, i.e. c0 = 1, ci 6=0 = 0. By spec-
ifying the exact initial condition of the momentum, we are putting all of the
uncertainty into the position distribution.

Due to the fact that in almost all cases1 the coefficients become increasingly
small the further they are from |l0〉, we can accurately approximate this infinite
sum by including only a few hundred or thousand basis states around |l0〉. How
many basis states we need to include depends on the matrix Û , which in turn
is a function of k and τ .

To find the numerical solution to Û , we follow the same logic as before, by
splitting the evolution into two stages, the stage where there is free rotation
and the system experiences no potential, and the kick itself, where we ignore
the kinetic term for the infinitesimal duration of the kick2.

In momentum space, the free motion is represented by a diagonal matrix Ĝ:

Ĝn,m(τ) = ei(τ/2)n
2

δmn

1When there is quantum resonance this is not case, and the wavefunction spreads out
increasingly far over time.

2This method is described in [48]
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And the kick is described by the matrix B̂:

B̂n,m(k) = in−mJ|n−m|(k),

where Jn(k) is a Bessel function of the first kind of order n. Putting these
together3 we can see that Û(k, τ) = Ĝ(τ/2)B̂(k)Ĝ(τ/2).

This Û matrix is given below element-wise

Ûnm(k, τ) = Ĝnn(τ/2)B̂nm(k)Ĝmm(τ/2)

= ei
τ
4 (n

2+m2)ei
π
2 (n−m)J|n−m|(k).

As can be seen, τ , unlike k, only changes the phase and not the magnitude of
the elements of the matrix, so we can see that τ will not affect how many basis
states we need to include in our approximation; only k determines that. The
further from the main diagonal, the larger the order of the Bessel function, and
the smaller the matrix element is there. The larger the k, the more terms the
further from the main diagonal we need to include.

The |ψ〉 state ranges in momentum space from −l to l, and so the Û matrix is
(2l + 1) × (2l + 1) [48]. For k = 0.5, we chose the momentum to range from
−250 to 250, and for k = 3, the momentum ranged from −1125 to 1125.

To approximate how many states to use we checked the eigenvalues of the ma-
trix. If the Û matrix were infinitely large its eigenvalues would all have a norm
of precisely 1. We ensured that the generated Û matrices we used in simulations
had at least 99% of their eigenvalues within 1 ± 10−4 . To double check this
basis-number gave us reasonable answers we would run the simulation for the
required number of kicks n, and then check the extreme ends of |ψ(nT )〉. If
the coefficients are 0 at the extremes4 then we can be sure that the matrix was
large enough, as the wavefunction never reached the boundary.

4.2 The Energy

Eq. (4.2) shows the state of the system as an infinite sum of weighted momentum
basis states

|ψ〉 =

∞∑
j=−∞

cj |lj〉 . (4.2)

3For readers that are concerned that the first state will only experience half a period of free
motion before the kick, they can rest assured that when numerically examined G(τ/2)BG(τ/2)
= G(τ)B

4Or, more practically, if the coeffecients are smaller than the lowest permissable float in
the program one uses to simulate the system. In the case of Python, this will be roughly
10−308
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Figure 4.1: Subfigures showing the Energy as a function of the number of kicks
for different values of K and k. For low k values the energy is low and is made
up of a sum of different frequencies, and as k is made larger the energy increases,
and the fluctuations are no longer periodic and they become chaotic.

The energy is easily calculated in the momentum representation:

E = 〈ψ| 1
2
l̂2 |ψ〉 =

1

2

∞∑
j=−∞

l2j |cj |
2

=
1

2

∞∑
j=−∞

j2|cj |2.

We ran simulations of the quantum kicked rotor for different values of k and
τ . We chose 50 different values of K, and for each of these values we picked
15 different values of k and τ so as to keep K = kτ constant. We thus had
50 × 15 = 750 simulations of different systems. For each of these systems we
simulated 500 kicks, and then calculated the energy and localisation length5

for each system for each kick, and so we ended up with a graph of the energy
and localisation length for each k and τ as a function of the number of kicks.
Examples of the energy graphs can be seen in Fig. 4.1. We then averaged these
graphs to obtain the average energy and localisation length for each k and τ . As
the localisation length takes many kicks to settle on a value, we calculated the
average localisation length by averaging the last 50 values of the 500 kicks. As
the energy fluctuates and does not normally settle on to one value, we averaged
the energy over the last 450 kicks.

In Fig. 4.2 the log of the average energy is plotted against k, for 10 values of K

5The concept of the localisation length will be explained in section 4.3.
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from 0.1 to 1.0, denoted by the colours labelled in the legend. The same for K
values from 1.1 to 5.0 can be seen in the subgraphs in 4.3. From these 5 graphs
we can see that the average energy exhibits different behaviour as a function
of K. For K < 1 the average energy is mostly decreasing with increasing K,
and there is almost no overlap between the plotted lines. The only K values
for which there is overlap are for K = [0.8, 0.9, 1]. For values greater than 1 (as
shown in the subgraphs in Fig. 4.3), the average energy is much less predictable
and smooth. It seems that K stops being a good indicator of energy when
it is larger than 1. An analogy could be drawn between the shapes of these
energy graphs and the fluid flow in fluid dynamics. When K is smaller than 1
the energy graphs seem laminar, in that the lines are smooth and parallel, and
when K is greater than 1 the energy graphs are turbulent, the lines are irregular
and chaotic.

Figure 4.2: The log of the average energy as a function of k. This graph shows
values of K between 0.1 and 1 in colours labelled in the legend.

It is important to point out that this change in behaviour between Fig. 4.2 and
the figures in 4.3 is not simply due to τ changing from being smaller than 1 to
greater than 1 (i.e. moving from a semiclassical region to a fully quantum region
as described in [48]). If this behaviour change were dependent on τ being smaller
or greater than 1, we would expect to see a clear difference in the behaviour
of the K lines in Fig. 4.3 when a line of K reaches the point K = k, e.g. we
would expect a change in behaviour when the line for K = 2.0 (blue line, top
left subfigure in 4.3) is smaller than k = 2, and when it is greater than 2, as this
is the point when τ changes from being greater than 1, to less than 1. However,
we do not see strong evidence of this effect of τ on the energy graphs.
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Figure 4.3: The log of the average energy as a function of k for different K
values. These 4 graphs show values of K between 1.1 and 5 in colours labelled
in the legends.

If this concept of the ordering of the energy lines for different values of K were
better defined and made rigorous, it could be used as a way of quantifying the
level of chaoticity. Clearly, it seems that these graphs show that a change of be-
haviour occurs around K ≈ 1, as expected from its classical counterpart.

4.3 The Localisation Length

The localisation length is a measure of how localised the wavefunction is. In our
case, we will exclusively be dealing with the wavefunction in momenta space.
The localisation length is found by fitting an idealised probability distribution
with one free parameter (the localisation length) to the calculated probability
distribution (examples of this fitting are shown in Fig. 4.4). The idealised
probability distribution is denoted by P (x, λ), where λ is the localisation length;
the smaller the λ, the more localised it is. The idealised probability distribution
decreases exponential and is centred at x = 0, and is described by P (x, λ) ∝
e−

|x|
λ .

As the momenta of the system is discretised, the idealised probability function
is normalised in a discrete manner, i.e.

∑∞
j=−∞ P (j, λ) ≡ 1.

∞∑
j=−∞

Ae−
|j|
λ = 1⇒ A = tanh

(
1

2λ

)
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Figure 4.4: The fitting of the localisation length to the wavefunction (shown
here with a logarithmic y-axis). The points shown in blue are the central 40%
that are ignored, and the green points are the 60% that are used for the fitting
of the decreasing exponential function shown here in red. The fitting can be
seen to become increasingly worse as k increases. Each of these graphs are for
the 500th kick of the simulation.

Therefore, we find:

P (x, λ) = tanh

(
1

2λ

)
e−

|x|
λ .

In practise, it is more convenient to fit the log of the idealised probability distri-
bution to the log of the calculated probability distribution. As explained in [48],
this fitting is best for the tails of the probability distribution, and not for the
centre. Because of this, we cut out the middle 40% of the wavefunction, and
only fit Eq. (4.3) to the remaining 60% (as shown in Fig. 4.4)

In Fig. 4.5 the log of the average localisation lengths are plotted against k,
for 10 values of K, denoted by the colours, in the same way that the energy
graphs were plotted in figures 4.2 and 4.3. The same for K values from 1.1 to
5.0 can be seen in the subgraphs in 4.6. From these 5 graphs we can see that
the average localisation length exhibits different behaviour as a function of K
in a similar way that the energy graphs did. For K < 1 the average localisation
length is mostly monotonically increasing with K, and there is almost no overlap
between the plot lines (except in a few cases for K = [0.8, 0.9, 1]). For K > 1
there is a lot of overlapping and mixing between the lines, although K is still
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a better indicator of the average localisation length than it was for the average
energy. The fluid flow analogy still holds in this case, as the K lines resemble
laminar flow lines for K < 1, and the K lines are more similar to turbulent flow
lines when K > 1, although it is less distinct than in the case of the average
energy.

Figure 4.5: The log of the average localisation length as a function of k. This
graph shows values of K between 0.1 and 1 in colours labelled in the legend.

Dynamical localisation is the idea of quantum effects suppressing the usual
classical diffusion. It is known that the kicked rotor exhibits dynamical local-
isation [8, 43, 44, 46, 47]. In principle dynamical localisation can be mapped to
Anderson localisation [48]. Dynamical localisation can be thought of as a spe-
cial case of Anderson localisation, as Anderson localisation is a purely quantum
effect, while dynamical localisation requires the classical version of the system
to be in a chaotic regime (i.e. K > 1) [57–59].

4.4 Relationship between Energy and Localisa-
tion Length

After having looked at the energy and localisation length in detail and having
seen similar results, one is inclined to compare them. After all, it makes sense
for them to be correlated, as if a wavefunction spreads out in momentum space
(increases its localisation length) its energy will also increase as the weighting
of higher momenta increases. As the energy is calculated using the probabilities
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Figure 4.6: The log of the average localisation length as a function of k. These
4 graphs show values of K between 1.1 and 5 in colours labelled in the legends.

of the wavefunction, and our localisation length fitting gives us a probability
distribution for an “ideal” wavefunction as a function of λ, we can calculate the
energy of the ideal wavefunction as a function of localisation length .

The energy of the system can easily be found from the wavefunction in momen-
tum space:

E =
1

2

∞∑
j=−∞

j2|cj |2.

As the probability of the point having a momentum j is given by |cj |2, we can

replace |cj |2 in the equation with a general (discretely) normalised probability
function, P (j).

E =
1

2

∞∑
j=−∞

j2P (j)

As we are interested in a relationship between the localisation length and the
energy, we can insert the probability distribution for our idealised case:

E(L) =
1

2
tanh

(
1

2L

) ∞∑
j=−∞

j2e−
|j|
L = tanh

(
1

2L

) ∞∑
j=0

j2e−
j
L .
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This is, of course, a misuse of the idealised probability distribution, as the
idealised probability distribution only claims to be a good fit for the tails, and
not for the entire momenta space [48].

We can solve this infinite sum to see how the energy of the idealised probability
distribution will be related to L. To make this easier, u ≡ 1

L

∞∑
j=0

j2e−
j
L =

∞∑
j=0

d2

du2
e−uj =

d2

du2

∞∑
j=0

e−uj =
d2

du2
1

1− e−u
.

We can now make a seemingly poor choice of substitution and work with hy-
perbolic trigonometric functions which will help us to solve this second deriva-
tive:

f(u) =
1

1− e−u
=

1

2
csch

(u
2

)(
cosh

(u
2

)
+ sinh

(u
2

))

d2f

du2
=

1

2

(
d2 csch

(
u
2

)
du2

+
d csch

(
u
2

)
du

+
1

4
csch

(u
2

))(
cosh

(u
2

)
+ sinh

(u
2

))
=

1

2

(
1

4

cosh2(u2 ) + 1

sinh3(u2 )
− 1

2

cosh u
2

sinh2 u
2

+
1

4
csch

(u
2

))(
cosh

(u
2

)
+ sinh

(u
2

))
=

1

4

cosh u
2

sinh3 u
2

.

We can take this result and, together with Eq. (4.4), find the relationship
between energy and localisation length:

E(L) = tanh

(
1

2λ

)(
1

4

cosh ( 1
2λ )

sinh3 ( 1
2λ )

)
=

1

4
csch2

(
1

2λ

)
≈ λ2.

This function is very similar to λ2. The first two terms of the Laurent series
for E(λ) are λ2 − 1

12 . There is less than a 1% error between λ2 − 1
12 and E(λ)

for λ ≥ 0.82. This is not the first time a relationship between energy and
localisation length has been posited, for example almost the same relationship

has been found through numerical analysis in [48], E ≈ λ2

2

4.4.1 Numerical Results

We were interested to see if this relationship would emerge in the numerical
analysis, and so used the previous dataset of 50 different values of K, each
with 15 different values of k (and thus τ so as to keep K = kτ). For each of
these simulations we compared the average to the average of the square of the
localisation length.
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For all values of K that were simulated there was a clear linear relationship
between the average energy and the average of the square of the localisation
length, as can be seen in Fig. 4.7. However, the linear relationship has clearly
different slopes for different values of K. More precisely, the slopes seem to
decrease with increasing K, as can be seen in Fig. 4.8.

It is clear that the λ2 relationship does not contain the full picture of the true
relationship, as for the 8 values of K between 0.4 and 1.5 there is a slight
convex shape to the data points. It is not surprising that the λ2 relationship
is not precise, as it relies on the assumption that the wavefunction is perfectly

described by the ideal wavefunction e−
|x|
λ , which we know is not the case. As

is stated in [48], the ideal wavefunction e−
|x|
λ is not a good description for the

centre of the wavefunction, and only for the tails.
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Figure 4.7: The average energy vs the average of the square of the localisation
length for 50 different values of K. The axes are not shared between graphs in
this figure, so one cannot compare the slopes as easily as in Fig. 4.8, but more
detail can be seen for each of the fittings.
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Figure 4.8: The average energy vs the average of the square of the localisation
length for 50 different values of K. All 50 of these graphs are plotted using the
same axes, so the slope of the lines can be compared to one another for different
K values, and the general trend of greater K corresponding to lower slopes can
be seen.
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Figure 4.9: This is a graph of the value of the slopes of the fitted lines from 4.8 as
a function of K. The inset shows the same graph bit with a logarithmic y-axis,
and we have fitted a slope ∝ 1/K3 for K ≤ 1.4, and fitted a constant to the
data for K ≥ 1.4. Both graphs have an upper x-axis showing the corresponding
fractal dimension D for the values of K.

As we have found the relationship between D and K (shown in Fig. 3.6), we
can equivalently describe how the slope changes as a function of D in place of
K. We can use this as a way of comparing the chaoticity metric in the classical
kicked rotor to the chaoticity metric of the quantum kicked rotor. This is why
we have the upper x-axes showing the corresponding D.

Fig. 4.9 shows that for K very close to 0, the slope is very large, and as K
increases the slope decreases very sharply, and for K ' 1.4 (i.e. D ' 1.91) the
slope is mostly constant with respect to K. After trying many different powers
of K, the best fit for the slope as a function of K smaller than 1.4 is given by

a
(K+b)3 , where a = 12.75± 0.49, and b = 0.11± 0.01. The change in behaviour

for the slopes as a function of K seems to occur at K ≈ 1.4.

4.5 Adding noise to the QKR

So far we have been keeping k and τ perfectly constant. However, in an exper-
imental setup this will not be the case due to tiny imprecisions in the setup.
This has been examined for some values of k and τ in experimental conditions
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by purposefully adding noise to the system [60]. Is the QKR so sensitive that
even tiny fluctuations in k or τ will drown out the behaviour that simulations
have taught us to expect?

An inherent difficulty in analysing the behaviour of the quantum kicked rotor
with added random noise is that the randomness makes it hard to know if the
system is behaving in a certain way due to the random noise having happened
to take on some certain characteristics (such as if the random noise happens to
be unusually large for the first few kicks of the simulation), or if it is behaving
in a representative way for that level of noise.

To get a better idea of the general consequences of added random noise to the
system, we decided to repeat the simulation as many times as our resources
and time constraints would allow. This way we could compare simulations with
different randomly picked k values that have the same mean and variation to
see how much the randomness affects the systems.

The simulations with random k values are far more computationally expensive
than with constant k values, as when the k value changes every kick the U
matrix has to be calculated anew for every kick, instead of being calculated
once at the start of the simulation and iterated over as for constant k. Because
of this the number of kicks per simulation was kept down to 120, instead of the
usual 400 or 500. In experiments the number of kicks is usually similarly small,
for example [61] has data for 68 kicks, and [62] has 100.

3 levels of noise were chosen (by noise level I mean the relative standard devi-
ation), p = [1%, 10%, 40%]. 5 values of K were chosen, and for each K value 8
different values of k and τ were chosen to ensure K = kτ . We take the chosen
value of k, call it kmean, and then use it to create a distribution around it. For
the distribution we used a Gaussian distribution and a uniform distribution.
The width of the distribution is calculated using the value of kmean and p. From
this distribution 120 values are sampled and these values are used as the k value
for each kick in the simulation. This process was repeated 9 times so we could
see how the different repetitions behaved relative to each other. This gives us 40
systems with different values of k and τ , for 3 different levels of noise, repeated
9 times.

The Gaussian distribution was calculated with a mean of kmean and a stan-
dard deviation of pkmean. The uniform distribution was over the range [kmean−
pkmean, kmean + pkmean], i.e. one standard deviation of the Gaussian distribu-
tion.

As the simulations are relatively short, the localisation length does not have time
to stabilise at a single value and so unfortunately the square of the localisation
length cannot be compared to the energy.

We have seen the quantum kicked rotor with added noise behaves very differently
to the classical kicked rotor with added noise. In section 3.4 we showed that
the CKR is extremely sensitive to tiny amounts of noise, with visible differences
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Figure 4.10: A graph of how the energy changes as a function of kicks for
different systems. The uncertainty range in energy is calculated by averaging
the nine repetitions of the data. These graphs are for uniform noise.

Figure 4.11: A graph of how the energy changes as a function of kicks for
different systems. The uncertainty range in energy is calculated by averaging
the nine repetitions of the data. These graphs are for Gaussian noise.
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Figure 4.12: Graphs of the average energy of each simulation vs k for different
values of K (in subplots) and noise levels (coloured points). The energy was
averaged over kicks 100 to 120. These graphs are for Gaussian noise. These
graphs include data points for constant k shown in red, but they are almost
totally invisible due to the data points for 1% noise being almost exactly equal.

to the phase space and also substantial differences to the fractal dimension
of the phase space when the relative standard deviation was at only 0.05%.
Conversely, the QKR seems to be much more resilient to noise, with differences
in energy between 1% noise and constant k being almost invisible. This is not
very surprising, as classical chaotic systems are definitionally sensitive to tiny
changes, while quantum chaotic systems are, in general, not.

Differences between constant k and 1% noise were more obvious in the localisa-
tion length, and most visible for low k. There were only a few simulations with
40% uniform noise which had greater energy values than those with 40% Gaus-
sian noise. This trend does not seem to be true for the other values of noise. It
is interesting that the uniform and Gaussian noise produce the most obviously
different results for low k and K, as can be seen in the top-left image in Figs.
4.10 and 4.11, where the 40% uniform noise can barely escape the oscillations
and average value of the constant case, while the 40% Gaussian noise spread
reaches over twice this energy. However, as can be seen in the top-left of Fig.
4.11, there are also simulations with 40% Gaussian noise which are stuck at a
very similar level to the constant k, showing how run-dependent the results can
be.

Not every value of K and k leads to a measurable differences between the energy
of a system with 40% noise and 0% noise, on the order of 100 kicks. Specifically,
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Figure 4.13: Graphs of the average energy of each simulation vs k for different
values of K (in subplots) and noise levels (coloured points). The energy was
averaged over kicks 100 to 120. These graphs are for uniform noise.

this seems to be true when both k and K are relatively small (k < 1, K ≤ 1).
Evidence for this can be seen in the top left graph in Figs. 4.11 and 4.10.
This can also be seen in Figs. 4.13 and 4.12 where the data points for all 4
noise levels overlap for k = 0.5. Thus, experimental physicists working on the
quantum kicked rotor do not need to worry about the kick strength having a
level of imprecision of about 1% of the mean.
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Conclusions

This thesis was focused on examining the transition from order to chaos in
the kicked rotor. We studied this in the classical case by varying K while
measuring the fractal dimension, and also studied two related systems to see
what similarities result in the graph of fractal dimension vs the free parameter.
We also studied how the chaoticity of the kicked rotor was dependent on noise
introduced through the parameter K, and found that the system is extremely
sensitive, observing a greater than 10% increase in fractal dimension when the
noise level was at only 0.05% of the mean for the case of Kmean = 0.5.

In the case of the quantum kicked rotor, the energy and localisation length as a
function of K and k can be used to look for a fundamental change in behaviour,
and we have seen that occurs in both cases at K ≈ 1. We then calculated an
analytical relationship between the energy and localisation length, and there
seems to be a transition in the behaviour of this relationship at K ≈ 1.4. The
methods that we have found depend on varying k and τ for each value of K,
and so the transitions in behaviour can only be described in terms of K, and
not k and τ .

The quantum kicked rotor is also far more resistant to noise than its classical
counterpart, with barely perceptible changes happening with a noise level of 1%
of kmean. The data also varied dramatically between repeated simulations of
the same k, K, and noise level, meaning that if this is to be replicated in an
experiment a relatively large number of repetitions of the experiment will be
needed to capture this statistical spread.

We can conclude that the fractal dimension of the phase space of a chaotic
system can be used as a metric for the chaoticity of that system. In the case of
the kicked rotor this gives rise to an interesting relationship between the fractal
dimension and K, with a plateau halfway through the fractal dimension range,
and a hyperbolic-tangent-shaped rise to D = 2. This transition from order to
chaos is surprising, and the midpoint of the tanh-like transition corresponds well

56
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to other methods of finding the critical value of K. This interesting plateau in
the fractal dimension is also seen in the system of the Benettin map, but is not
present in the linearised approximation of the kicked rotor.

However, further study is required to determine how this metric is affected by
its different variables, such as the number and locations of the initial conditions,
the number of data points in each phase space portrait, and the size of the side-
length of the grid boxes. Another open question is the dip in fractal dimension
in the case of the approximation of the kicked rotor, and what this means to
the relationship between K, the fractal dimension, and the chaoticity.

On the quantum front we identified a difference between Anderson localisation
and dynamical localisation, as for dynamical localisation to appear the classical
version of the system must be in the chaotic regime (K > 1).

It is interesting that the transitions from one kind of behaviour to another occur
at values of K close to 1 for both the classical kicked rotor and its quantum
counterpart.



Appendix A

Appendices for the classical
kicked rotor

A.1 The classical kicked rotor’s standard map

Starting with the Hamiltonian of the kicked rotor:

H(L, θ; t) =
L2

2I
+ µε0 cos θ

∞∑
n=0

δ

(
t

T
− n

)
(A.1)

and applying Hamilton’s equations:

θ̇ =
∂H
∂p

ṗ =− ∂H
∂θ

gives us θ̇ = L/I and L̇ = µε0 sin θ
∑
δ(t/T − n).

We define
θn = θ directly before kick n,
θ′n = θ directly after kick n,
and the same for Ln and L′n. As the kick is an impulse of infinitesimal duration,
the angle won’t be immediately affected, i.e. θn = θ′n. The momentum, however,
will change immediately, Ln 6= L′n, and will not change until the next kick,
L′n = Ln+1.

The angle will change continuously over the course of the period between kicks,
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θn+1 = θn +

∫ (n+1)T

nT

dθ

dt
dt = θn + Ln+1

T

I

Now we integrate the rate of change of the momentum over the infinitesimal
time interval of the kick, ε << 1

Ln+1 = Ln+

∫ nT+ε

nT−ε

dL

dt
dt = Ln+µε0 sin θn

∫ nT+ε

nT−ε
δ

(
t

T
− n

)
dt = Ln+µε0T sin θn

So we have:

Ln+1 =Ln + µε0T sin θn

θn+1 =θn +
T

I
Ln+1

As we want dimensionless variables, we can de-dimensionlise the equations. θn
is already dimensionless, and so Ln must have the same dimensions as I

T . We

can form a dimensionless angular momentum variable ln ≡ Ln IT .

ln+1 =ln +
µε0T

2

I
sin θn

θn+1 =θn + ln+1

We give the quantity µε0T
2/I the name of K to get

ln+1 =ln +K sin θn

θn+1 =θn + ln+1.

A.2 Fixed Points

It is often said that the kicked rotor has two unstable fixed points, (θ, p) = (0, 0)
and (π, 0). We are defining a fixed point to mean an initial condition which
does not change, i.e. a (θ0, p0) s.t. θn+1 = θn and pn+1 = pn. There cannot
exist a fixed point where p 6= 0 (as θ1 = θ0 + p1, and we are demanding that
θn+1 = θn), so only θ0 is required to describe the point. However, there can be
more unstable fixed points as K increases. When K < 2π, there are only those
two unstable fixed points, however when K = 2π, two more appear, θ0 = π/2,
and 3π/2. These two new points correspond to the maximum of the sin curve.
pn+1 = pn + K sinπ/2 = pn + K, and so if K = 2π then pn+1 = pn = 0. This
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can be thought of as the kick being the perfect strength to kick the rotor one full
rotation around the circle back to its exact starting position. When K increases
to a value only slightly larger than 2π, the two new points split into two each,
bringing the total to six.

The definition of a fixed point is that (θ0, p0) = (θ1, p1) = (θn, pn). For the
angle to stay constant as described by the standard map (θn+1 = θn + pn+1) it
is clear that p0 = 0. For the momentum to stay constant (pn+1 = pn+K sin θn)
it is clear that K sin θn = 2πm for m ∈ Z. To find the different values of θ0 as
a function of K we use this expression,

θ0 = sin−1
(

2πm

K

)
,

sin−1 is multivalued, and we are interested in the values lying in [0, 2π) for both
positive and negative m. It is clear that there are no solutions for m > 0 and
K < 2π, as the argument of sin−1 cannot be greater than 1. So when K < 2π
the only solutions are θ0 = [0, π]

Here is an expression for the number of fixed points of the kicked rotor for
K > 0

n(K) = 2 + 4

∞∑
j=0

H(K − 2πj)

Where H(x) is the Heaviside step function with the half-maximum convention,
i.e.

H(x) =


0 for x < 0
1
2 for x = 0

1 for x > 1

For completeness it should be mentioned that for K = 0, every point is a fixed
point, and so n(0) =∞
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Appendices for the
quantum kicked rotor

B.1 Quantum map analogue

Starting with the classical standard mapping:

Ln+1 = Ln + µE0T sin θn

θn+1 = θn +
T

I
Ln+1

Now by using the dimensionless l (L = ~l)

~ln+1 = ~ln + µE0T sin θn

θn+1 = θn +
~T
I
ln+1

and k = µE0T/~, τ = ~T/I,

ln+1 = ln +
µE0T

~︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

sin θn

θn+1 = θn +
~T
I︸︷︷︸
τ

ln+1.
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Another rescaling of the angular momentum l̃n = τ ln leads to the classical
analogue of the quantum mapping

l̃n+1 = l̃n + kτ sin θn

θn+1 = θn + l̃n+1,

We can compare this to the standard map of the classical system in eqs 3.2 and
relate the constants K = kτ .

B.2 Wigner’s Surmise

M =

[
x1 x3
x3 x2

]
x1 and x2 are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation 1: N(0, 1) = p(x) = 1√

2π
exp
(
− 1

2x
2
)
, and x3 is taken from a Gaussian

distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1
2 : N(0, 12 ) = 1√

π
exp
(
−x2

)
.

As M is a real symmetric matrix, it will have real eigenvalues.

We are interested in the spacing between the eigenvalues s ≡ |λ1 − λ2|.

λ2 − Tr(M)λ+ det(M) = 0

λ1,2 =
1

2
(Tr(M)±

√
Tr(M)2 − 4(x1x2 − x23))

s ≡ |λ2 − λ1| =
√

(x1 − x2)2 − 4x23

s is a function of three random variables, and we are interested in finding the
probability density function of s.

P (s) =

∫ ∞
−∞

dx1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dx1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dx1√
π
e

1
2 (x1+x2)

2

e−x
2
3δ

(
s−

√
(x1 + x2)2 + 4x23

)

Where the Dirac delta function was introduced to ensure that the definition of
s is kept. To solve this integral we will now switch to polar coordinates to take
advantage of the difference of two squares inside the square root in the delta
function.
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x1 − x2 = r cos θ x1 =
ψ + r cos θ

2

x3 = r sin θ Which is equivalent to: x3 =
ψ − r cos θ

2

x1 + x2 = ψ x3 =
1

2
r sin θ.

The Jacobian determinant associated with this change of variables is equal to
− r4 ,

P (s) =
1

8π
√
π

∫ ∞
0

dr

∫ 2π

0

dθ

∫ ∞
−∞

dψ rδ(s− r)

exp

(
−1

2

(
(
r cos θ + ψ

2
)2 + (

ψ − r cos θ

2
)2 + 2

r2

4
sin2 θ

))
=

1

2
s θ(s)e−

s2

4 .

Thus, the distribution called Wigner’s surmise is given by

P (s) =
1

2
s θ(s)e−

s2

4 .

B.3 Ideas for further study

There are many interesting ideas which I had wanted to try and implement, but
could not due to time constraints. Here are a few of them:

• Describing the QKR in position space instead of momenta space. This
is only a matter of a Fourier transform, and would allow one to test the
sensitivity of the QKR to its initial conditions in position space. Testing
the sensitivity to initial conditions in momenta space is not so simple as
any change of the initial momenta also changes the energy, and so the
energy graphs can no longer be compared.

• Randomly sampling τ from different distribution, in a similar way that it
was done for k in section 4.5. I have not seen any papers in the literature
which do this, and so some interesting discoveries could be waiting here.
Imprecisions in τ seem to be less relevant to experimentalists.

• Sampling random k and changing τ , such that K stays constant.

• Starting a simulation with a certain value of k and τ , and then incremen-
tally changing them to end the simulation with a new value of k and τ .
If done gradually enough would the resulting wavefunction be equivalent
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to a wavefunction that was started with the final values of k and τ? Or
would the wavefunction have a “memory” of its starting values?
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